Professional Operation Management

About
MEP
Boutique

POM (Professional Operations Management) Dubai General Trading L.L.C. is an MEP boutique
established in Dubai, U.A.E. Considering our strong EMEA affiliation and presence, POM is
also keen to expand internationally, into markets where we feel/envisage that we could not
only align our growth aspirations, but also into regions where we add long term potential
value.

Hamad Al Sheni - Chairman & CEO

OUR CORPORATE VALUE Mission/Vision
To revolutionize the Gulf Region Business with
a touch of European perfectionism and quality
service. Creating and retaining lifelong clients
by providing Quality Products at very
competitive prices is our priority.

Integrity
We are trustworthy to our Clients. We stand
by our commitment & are consistently reliable
to all superb services, competitive pricing and
unfailing attention to details in order to deliver
a product that exceeds expectations as a final
production line matching all clients &
customers inquiries involving customizations.

Competitive Edge
Using the latest technology with Qualified & Trained Service Personnel with vast
experience and a commitment to Customer Satisfaction are the cornerstones of our
businesses.

Products

ELECTRICAL
UNA AUTOMATION SYSTEM is the first home
automation system with full configuration and
accessories containing all the functions
immediately available that other home
automation systems implement gradually, often
involving major interventions and cost
implications: Lights, blinds,
Consumption, Temperature, heating, Access
control, Irrigation, Integration with IP Cameras
and Anti-intrusion.

1. Wired system

MASTER
Master Divisione Elettrica, founded in 1982
quickly became one of the lead manufacturers
of electrical equipment in the Italian market.
In 2009 Master it introduced UNA, an innovative
concept of smart-home system, revolutionizing
the traditional idea of home automation where
your home thinks exactly as you do, where you
can create your own scenarios, according to
your need and routine.

ELECTRICAL

HOME AUTOMATION, BMS&IT SOLUTIONS

Imagine, you leave your home and with a simple touch
all the lights turn off, the shutters go down, your IP Cams
and Anti-intrusion system activates.

ELECTRICAL

Lights, Blinds, Automations
Consumption Management

Temperature

Access control

UNA AUTOMATION SYSTEM is the first
home automation system whose basic
configuration and accessories contains all
the functions that other home automation
systems implement gradually, often
involving major interventions and cost
increases.

Integration with IP
Cameras, any Anti-intrusion
and Multi-room Systems

ELECTRICAL

With UNA all it takes is one little action to
control, manage and protect every space.
UNA is an agile customizable system that is alive,
capable of evolving and growing with you. Easily
expandable and modifiable, UNA grows and
changes with your needs, evolving along with
you and your home.

Irrigation System
Control from Indoor and Outdoor

Compatible on Apple, Android and
Windows

ELECTRICAL
When the vast experience of Master meets the unique needs of
any particular country, the technical innovation that has always
been one of its greatest strengths, sets it apart from the rest.
The new BS System by Master encompasses all the
experience and technology which Master has gained and
developed over the years, revealed in simple and sharp lines
with an always up-to date design decorated with two different
plate finishes In either metal, glass or plastic.
The high quality and ease of installation Which have always
been the hallmark of Master products have now arrived on
British standard markets to offer a great new experience in true
Italian style.

MIX PLATES

With their sharp
but essential
design,
these plates and
their simple yet
influential shapes
sit perfectly in even
the
most complex of
settings.

VITRA PLATES

ELECTRICAL

WIRE DEVICES

The solidity and strength
of metal and the
pure elegance of glass
blend with simple
yet sophisticated design
to create a series
of superb plates.

ELECTRICAL

The FIBARO system is a complete home control and
automation solution that delivers peace-of-mind and
comfort through a network of cooperation sensors,
modules and devices.

2. Wireless system

ELECTRICAL
FIBARO offers the flexibility that comes from being compatible with wireless products
from nearly 300 independent manufacturers.
FIBARO smart home devices provide a comprehensive environment that adapts to the
needs of the entire family.

ELECTRICAL

It's time for smart living…

Data safety first
FIBARO knows what is the most important. The access
to your home and your data are protected at the
highest level - through the WAF and Anti-DDoS systems,
encrypted communication using the TLS protocol and
passwords using bcrypt.

Plug & Play
The FIBARO system is simple to install and use. Plug &
play devices are ready for use immediately after
unpacking and a short configuration.

Check the status of your devices and control
your home from anywhere in the world. An
internet connection is all you need to keep an
eye on your home.

Save energy

FIBARO allows you to monitor the amount of
electricity used by home devices. This way you
can easily identify which pieces of hardware
keep on bumping up your bills. You can also
program the system to help you make the
most of the savings.

Voice control

FIBARO is compatible with most
voice control technologies.
Simply tell the system what to
do, and your wish is granted.

ELECTRICAL

Remote access from anywhere

MECHANICAL
POLYMER PIPING SYSTEM
PPR pipes for cold water and drinking water
transportation (Water working temperature
up to (60°C, S5, SDR 11, Nominal pressure up
to 1.0 MPa)

MECHANICAL
Blue Ocean International
Industrial (UK) Group is a group of companies founded in London, UK.
Blue Ocean UG is one of the biggest manufacturers of indoor polymer piping
systems, welding equipment for polymer piping systems, extrusion equipment, molds
and polymer processing equipment.
Strict quality control, years of experience, constant research of new technologies and high quality
customer service — these are the main factors that make Blue Ocean UG one of the leading
companies in polymer piping business in the world.
All the products are made according to international standards and are tested in special certified
laboratories, our main products are certified by SKZ German Certification Body and our welding
equipment, valves and accessories are certified by CE Certification in Italy.
We value our clients and we do our best to support them and all their needs with creative and
intelligent solutions.

MECHANICAL
MECHFIT PIPING SYSTEM
SECOND GENERATION

The new MECHFit is an evolution in tool-free
fittings used in Japan, made by COCOMECH
thorough research has created and engineering
innovation.
MECHFit connects tightly with both Multilayer and PEX pipes, without typical problems
associated with fitting systems that require tools. The new MECHFit fitting gives a 25 year
guarantee and the snap-on solution makes connection incredibly fast without any tools. An
astonishingly simple and reliable solution than traditional press-fittings.

MECHANICAL
The exclusive technology of the MECHFit is based on its clamp
ring feature, that grips the pipe, making it the only press fitting
without tools. The patented MECHFit clamp ring is made from a
heat-treated special spring steel.
The key feature of the MECHFit clamp ring is that its spring
effect guarantees a long-term water tightness connection. For
the constant pressing force applying to the pipe, any possible
fluctuation in the pipes dimensions can be absorbed.
All other tool-free fittings, like the pushfit types, are old
generation and struggle to absorb the dimensional fluctuation
of the pipe

Projects

Dubai's largest mosque Khalifa Al Tajer Mosque.
Occupying 45,000 square feet in the heart of
Dubai Khalifa Al Tajer is also the Middle East's
first eco-friendly mosque

PROJECTS

KHALIFA AL TAJER MOSQUE | DUBAI |

LOCATION: UNITED ARAB EMIRATES – DUBAI | PROJECT SPECIFICATION: Total area = 105,000 sqft / Build up area = 45,000
/ 3500 worshippers | PROJECT CLIENT: Islamic affairs & Charitable Activities Department / Awqaf & Minors Affairs
Foundation | PROJECT CONSULTANT: Al Ajmi Engineering Consultant | PROJECT CONTRACTOR: Al Arif Contracting LLC |
MEP
CONTRACTOR:
Power
Factor
Electromechanical
Works
LLC
|
POM
PROJECT
OUTLINE:
(Aupplying/Installing/Programming) Automated System Management – (UNA), controlling all the lights (Internal & External),
hvac system, water flow, solenoid valves, irrigation and booster pumps For assisting and guiding the consumption and
energy saving by controlling all function through scenarios and timing adjusting | ESTIMATED PROJECT COST: 22 million
AED | SPEC: (Supplying & Installing) decorative wiring devices and luxury frames & (MASTER & Fede)

PROJECTS

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL | ABU DHABI |

The Four Seasons Hotel
Abu Dhabi at Al Maryah
Island will offer deluxe
rooms and residences, Due
for completion in 2015, it
will be the first United Arab
Emirates property for Four
Seasons Hotels & Resorts.
Located on Al Maryah
Island in the emirate’s new
Central Business District,
the luxury hotel will have
floor area of 100,000m2
and will be 144m high.

LOCATION: UNITED ARAB EMIRATES – ABU DHABI | PROJECT SPECIFICATION: 190 Deluxe rooms, 125 Apartments | PROJECT
CLIENT: Mubadala | PROJECT CONSULTANT: AECOM| DESIGN CONSULTANT: BURO Happold | MEP CONTRACTOR: Haydoon
Mec LLC | ESTIMATED PROJECT COST: 200 million AED | SPEC: Supplying PEX pipe (16-32mm) were used for both horizontal &
vertical piping line for hot and cold water supply. PSU & Brass Mechfit fittings for all stores starting from 10th floor up to 34th floor.

D1's dramatic design fuses rich middle eastern
heritage with todays technology, quality and
modernity. A stunning 80 storey tower with
exclusive residents' facilities

PROJECTS

D1 TOWER | DUBAI |

LOCATION: UNITED ARAB EMIRATES – DUBAI | PROJECT SPECIFICATION: 80 stores (284m high) Residential tower building
(Approx. 455,000 fittings & 97,000m PEX pipres)/| PROJECT CLIENT: Emirates Sunlands | PROJECT CONSULTANT: National
Engineering Bureau / Holfords Bureau | PROJECT CONTRACTOR: KeleContracting | MEP CONTRACTOR: Hastie International
(Initial Stages) / Kele MEP (Mid and final stages) | ESTIMATED PROJECT COST: 600 million AED | SPEC: Supplying PEX pipe
(16-32mm) were used for both horizontal & vertical piping line for hot and cold water supply. PSU & Brass Mechfit fittings
for all stores

PROJECTS

SOBHA HARTLAND | DUBAI |

LOCATION: UNITED ARAB EMIRATES – DUBAI | PROJECT SPECIFICATION: Villas / Townhouses / Towers| PROJECT CLIENT:
PNC Investments| PROJECT CONSULTANT: PNC Architects| PROJECT CONTRACTOR: SOBHA Contracting

LOCATION:
UNITED
ARAB
EMIRATES – DUBAI | PROJECT
SPECIFICATION:
24
Stores|
PROJECT CLIENT: Khalifa Al Fahd
Co | SPEC: Light control system

PROJECTS

AL FAHAD TOWER 2
| DUBAI |

Clients
&
Partners

GET IN TOUCH

+971 4 4498 400

P.O. Box 643676
Tecom, 809 Tameem House,
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

+971 4 4498 411
info@pomdubai.com
www.pomdubai.com

POM General Trading LLC

